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Walk 7 Rochester to Staplehurst Saturday 20th July 2013 

Distance 10½ miles     Walking Time: 4 hours 

Weather. After the hot and glorious weather of the previous two 

weeks and the thought of walking in 30 degree heat somewhat 

daunting, Saturday heralded a change into perfect walking 

conditions if slightly on the cool side on occasions. The gods smiled 

kindly on 1066 Harold’s Way that day. 

The Walk. It was a full house for the walk with Jim and Sharon’s 

friends, Neil and Sue, joining us for the first time. The group 

arrived by train at Maidstone East and outside the station, they 

looked like some Billy Graham revival meeting, clutching books and 

looking ‘reverently’ for someone to lead them on the right path – 

at least we did not get lost in Brenchley Gardens this year! 

Down to the River Medway and along the towpath towards the 

Loose Valley, Hannah, Gemma and Louise in the vanguard and the 

‘oldies’ following. The Loose Valley retains its stunning presence and 

never fails to ‘ooh and agh’ then into the village. At 11.30 it was 

put to the vote whether a pint at The Chequers was needed but 

with a climb ahead and another seven miles the democratic 

decision was to forge ahead, especially with the promise of a stop 

at The Lord Raglan before the finish in Staplehurst.  

Up the hill from Loose village, over the A229 and into the second 

half of the conservation area – the track that we followed was 

once a lane shown on an 1800 engraving of the area that led 

towards Mote Park. 
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Along The Quarries, the ragstone found here helped build London 

Wall, to join the line of Roman road heading towards the ridge 

overlooking the Weald. The shell suited ‘youths’ riding a collection 

of quad bikes were very interested in the yellow tape and no doubt 

removed it once we left the area.  

The picnic lunch was welcome before we attacked the Roman road 

once more walking past Rabbits Cross to arrive at that ideal pub, 

The Lord Raglan. We drank our beer and cider in the orchard that 

serves as their beer garden.  

And on to Staplehurst. The lack of clear path across the maize field 

has been reported to The Ramblers together with the removal of 

the fingerpost – we can check the results next year. We followed a 

new route to The Railway Tavern that avoids the unguarded path 

across the main railway line – I could have lost a few walkers on 

the old route – not good for business. Stickers and book signings in 

the Railway – where we were made welcome again.  

Thank you to Mark, Jim, Sharon, Neil, Sue, Paul, Hannah, Louise 

and Gemma for sharing the walk and Stefi for all the driving. 

 

 

  

 

 

 


